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1 Definition

We looked at limit-deterministic Büchi (word) automata (LDBW). A LDBW is a special kind of
an NBW where all states reachable from accepting states are deterministic states. Formally, an
LDBW B is a NBW B = (Q,Σ, Q0, δ, α) such that there exists a deterministic subset D ⊆ Q such
that the following hold:

• every state in D is deterministic, that is, for all q ∈ D, we have that |δ(q, a)| ≤ 1 for all a ∈ Σ,

• every accepting state belongs to D, that is, α ⊆ D, and

• every state in Q that is reachable from α belongs to D.

Therefore, for any accepting run ρ of B, once an accepting state occurs in ρ, then all states in ρ
thereafter belong to D. The earliest known papers in which LDBW’s were studied are [Var85] and
[CY95]. These papers studied LDBW’s because of the complexity benefits that LDBW’s offer over
deterministic automata in the context of probabilistic model checking.

2 Expressiveness of LDBW’s

We saw that the expressiveness of LDBW’s is equal to that of NBW’s using a construction from
[CY95, Section 4.2]. Given an NBW A that reads the alphabet Σ, let L(A) ⊆ Σω denote the
language accepted by A. We saw that for every NBW A, there exists an LDBW B such that both
A and B accept the same language, that is, L(A) = L(B). If the set of states in an NBW is Q, then
the construction from [CY95] gave an LDBW with states 2Q∪ (2Q×2Q). If the NBW has n states,
then the resultant LDBW has 2O(n) states, and this construction can be carried out in 2O(n) time.

3 Probabilistic model checking

The papers [Var85] and [CY95] studied the probabilistic emptiness problem for concurrent Markov
chains (MDPs). The problem is, given an MDPM and an NBW A, decide if there exists a scheduler
σ ofM such that with positive probability, the computation ofM with scheduler σ belongs to L(A),
the language accepted by A.

We looked at the notion of semantic satisfaction probabilites, syntactic satisfaction probabilities,
and Good-for-MDP automata (GFM) from [HPS+19]. Given an MDP M and an NBW A, the
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semantic satisfaction probability for A is the supremum over all schedulers σ ofM of the probability
that a computation of M with scheduler σ belongs to L(A). On the other hand, the syntactic
satisfaction probability is the supremum over all schedulers σ of the probability that a computation
of the product M× A with scheduler σ contains infinitely many occurences of accepting states of
the product. It can be shown for all MDPs M and NBWs A, the semantic satisfaction probability
is always greater than or equal to the syntactic satisfaction probability. An NBW A is GFM if for
all MDPsM, the semantic satisfaction probability is equal to the syntactic satisfaction probability.
We saw an example of an automaton that was not GFM (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The language accepted by the NBW is {a, b}ω. Thus, the semantic probability is 1.
However, the syntactic probability is 0 since with probability 1, the automaton will enter a dead
sink state eventually.

An LDBW that is also GFM is called a suitable LDBW in [HPS+19]. We saw an example of an
LDBW that is not suitable (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Again, the language accepted by the LDBW is {a, b}ω and the semantic probability is 1.
However, the syntactic probability is 1

2 since the probability that a computation generated by the
Markov chain is accepted is 1

2 . Thus, this LDBW is not GFM and not suitable.

DBW’s are not the only NBW’s that are suitable LDBW’s. There exist NBW’s that are suitable
LDBW’s but not DBW’s. Figure 3 shows a suitable LDBW that is not DBW.

Thus, while NBW’s can be used in standard model checking for Kripke structures, they do not
directly work in probabilistic model checking. In general, the probability that that a computation of
an MDP belongs to the language of the automaton is not equal to the probability that a computation
of the product MDP is an accepting one. As shown in Figure 1, the syntactic satisfaction probability
is zero, which would imply that the answer to the probabilistic emptiness problem for the MDP
and NBW shown in the figure is yes. However, the answer to the probabilistic emptiness problem
is clearly no, as for all schedulers of the MDP, every computation of the MDP belongs to the
langauge of the automaton. Therefore, one converts a non-deterministic NBW into a deterministic
automaton such as a DRW or a DSW where the semantic satisfaction probability is equal to the
syntactic satisfaction probability. Using Safra’s construction, we know that this can be done in
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Figure 3: The language accepted by the LDBW is {a, b}ω. The semantic probability and the
syntactic probability are both 1. Thus, this is a suitable LDBW that is not DBW.

2O(n logn) time, and we also know one cannot do better. However, as shown in [Var85] and [CY95],
it is not necessary to completely determinise the NBW. It is sufficient to obtain an LDBW, and this
can be done in 2O(n) time. In [CY95], we saw that given an LDBW, the probabilistic emptiness
problem can be solved in time that is polynomial in the inputs. Thus, using LDBW’s instead of
DRW’s reduce the time complexity from 2O(n logn) to 2O(n).

4 LTL fragments

Converting an LTL to an NBW requires exponential time, and then converting it to an LDBW adds
another exponential time. Model checking for MDPs and general LTL formulae is 2-EXPTIME
complete. This was shown in [CY95]. The paper [SEJK16] gives a direct construction for LTL
to LDBW that in the worst case takes double exponential time. However, it does better for some
fragments of LTL.

In [KV15], a fragment of LTL called LTL\GU was considered. This is the fragment of LTL
formulae in which no U occurs inside a G scope. They showed that model checking for MDPs
and the LTL\GU fragment is only EXPTIME-complete by giving a direct construction from the
LTL\GU forumalue to a LDBW. This is a significant improvement over the 2-EXPTIME it takes
for general LTL.
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